
Design & Access Statement 

OLD RAM
Norfolk NR15 2DE 

This  Scheme has been proposed as there is an internal refurbishment planned and the current 
external signage goes not reflect this.

The existing signs would be removed where specified and the replacement signs installed to 
the same locations as shown on the drawing

Great care has been taken when designing the replacement signs in order to limit the impact 
on the building and surrounding area while maintaining the high standards of an Admiral 
Taverns establishment.
The proposal is as follows 

Item 01
The existing header and gibbet will be removed from the post and a new double  sided panel 
and gibbet installed. The panel will be illuminated from below by two low energy
uprights angled to light the panel only. The panel will be constructed from aluminium as the 
existing panel

Item 01a & 01b
Two amenity board to be fitted back to back to the existing post constructed from aluminium 
with sign written display. The panels would be non illuminated and would eliminate the need 
for free standing A board as shown at present

Item 02 
One set of replacement sign written letters and logo to the main gable wall. This would 
replace the existing and be non illuminated.

Item 03
One replacement decorative brass lantern to the same location as the existing. The current 
lantern is damaged and unrepairable.

Item 04
Two replacement post mounted car park directional signs with trough light illumination from 
below. These are like for like signs of the same size and location as the existing.

Item 05
One replacement post mounted car park directional sign to replace existing on a like for like 
basis

Overall we feel that the proposed scheme is a suitable replacement for the existing signs 
which are in need of replacement


